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The IMWA2008 Conference Venue 

 
Thermal Hotel**** 
I.P.Pavlova 11, Karlovy Vary, www.thermal.cz 
 
The spa hotel Thermal is situated in the heart of the city of Karlovy Vary, dominates to the 
spa zone of the city with colonades and natural mineral water springs. It offers comfortable 
accommodation in single and double rooms and suites. Guest rooms offer a splendid and 
relaxing view of the city spa zone while rooms with French balconies offer a peerless view of 
the thermal swimming pool built into the cliff above the city. 
You are welcome to use the unique thermal swimming pool which is built into the cliff 
above the city and is available not only to hotel guests, but also to public. The swimming pool 
water composition: 1/3 hot spring water, 2/3 tap water. 
 
Special rates: Single room EUR 68, Double room EUR 102 incl. buffet breakfast 
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Special IMWA 2008 
Conference rates only by 

reservation at 
imwa2008@itctravel.cz 

 



 
Other hotels 
 
Category ***** Deluxe Hotels  
 
Savoy Westend Hotel***** 
Petra Velikého 16, Karlovy Vary, www.savoywestend.cz 
Charming architecture and natural beauty of surrounding forests blend in harmony with 
traditional, yet modern balneology, which create perfect atmosphere for relaxation of body 
and soul. Accommodation in deluxe villas on the hill with exceptional view of the centre of 
Karlovy Vary. Recommended, very elegant. 
 
Walking distance to Conference venue: approx. 10 minutes down the hill 
Special rates: Several Room Cathegories available:  
starting from Economy: Single Economy EUR 105, Double Economy EUR 140 incl. buffet breakfast 
up to the Superior in the garden villa: Single Superior EUR 165, Double Superior EUR 220 incl. buffet 
breakfast 
 

 

 
Grand Hotel Pupp***** 
Mírové námestí 2, Karlovy Vary, www.pupp.cz 
 
The most traditional deluxe hotel in Karlovy Vary. History walked through every room,  
celebrities always stay here, kings, presidents, film stars. Exceptional dining rooms and richly 
decorated Grand Ballroom. You can see more pictures on the hotel web page. 
 
Walking distance to Conference venue: approx. 15 minutes along the colonnades 



Special rates: Single room EUR 155, Double room EUR 190 incl. buffet breakfast 
 
 
Hotel Ruze**** 
I.P. Pavlova 1/506, Karlovy Vary, http://hoteltyp.com/cz/4.html 
 
Newly opened in 2006 located just next to the Thermal hotel, at the colonnade in the heart of 
Karlovy Vary. Comfortably furnished rooms with bath, WC, satellite TV, mini-bar, telephone, 
safe, hair drier, digital room temperature controller and card entry system. Modern 
balneotherapy center in the basement, hotel restaurant, bar and outdoor summer terrace. 
 
Walking distance to Conference venue: approx. 2 minutes 
Special rates: Single room EUR 66, Double room EUR 106 incl. buffet breakfast 

 

 
Category*** 
 
Palatin Hotel*** 
Lazenska 10, Karlovy Vary 
Foto Gallery at: http://www.hotel-palatin.cz-ubytovani.com/Karlovy-Vary-fotky.htm 
 
Very nice newly renovated hotel, light sunny rooms, situated directly on the spa colonnade 
of Karlovy Vary. Rooms are equipped with private bathroom, WC, hair dryer, SAT TV, direct 
dial telephone and refrigerator. Hotel with breakfast. Recomended. 
 
Walking distance from Conference venue: approx. 10 min. along the collonades 
Special rates: Single room EUR 62, Double room EUR 84 incl. breakfast 
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Slovan Hotel*** 
Sadová 3, Karlovy Vary, http://www.bohemia-lazne.cz/index.php?s=slovan-info 
 
Historical building of hotel Slovan is situated in a quiet street. It forms a dominant feature of 
this noble avenue by view from building to Park colonnade. All rooms are equipped with 
private bathroom, WC, hair dryer, SAT TV, direct dial telephone and refrigerator. 
 
Walking distance from Conference venue: approx. 8 min. 
Special rates: Single room EUR 54, Double room EUR 89 incl. breakfast 
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Modena Hotel*** 
Sadová 14, Karlovy Vary, www.hotel-modena.cz 
Hotel is situated opposite the Thermal Hotel in the spa centre of Karlovy Vary.  
Rooms are equipped with satellite TV set, telephone, refrigerator, safe and bathroom with a 
shower unit and toilet.  
 
Walking distance from Conference venue: approx. 8 minutes 
Special rates: Single room EUR 36 (limited capacity), Double room EUR 68 incl. breakfast 

 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Marttel Hotel*** 
Lidická 12, 360 20 Karlovy Vary, www.hotelmarttel.cz 
 
Newly refurbished Hotel Marttel is situated in a quiet residential district and it is only 10-
minute walk from the spa and the shopping area. Guest rooms with private toilets and 
bathrooms with a shower or a bath tub and hairdryer, TV, phone. 
. 
Walking distance from Conference venue: approx. 10 min. 
Special rates: Single room EUR 62, Double room EUR 84 incl. breakfast 
 

 
 
 
Pension Amadeus 
Ondrejská 37, Karlovy Vary 
 
The pension Amadeus is situated in the spa centre of Karlovy Vary, in a quiet residence on 
the hill with exceptional view the historic centre, above the thermal swimming pool of the 
Thermal Hotel (conference venue). You just cross the park to arrive to Thermal Hotel. 
You will never foget breakfast in the garden terasse with exceptional view of the historic 
centre of Karlovy Vary. Rooms are equipped with TV, fridge, phone, radio with alarm clock. 
Wine cellar and  garden with a terrace and view to the town. Very friendly pension with 
special atmosphere. Recommended. 
 
Walking distance from Conference venue: approx. 5 min. 
Special rates: Single room EUR 58, Double room EUR 73 incl. breakfast 
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